




Appendix A : THE SLANG WORDS WHICH ORIGINATED FROM 
ENGLISH 
 









Picture 1. Barbara Palvin (left) and Cole Sprouse (right), the Instagram famous 












Picture 2. S4S word used by the Instagram page 











Picture 4. New York Flashback Friday 
 
4. L4L : Like for Like 
 




5. F4F : Follow for Follow 
 
















6. SMH :Shaking my Head 
 











7. Bae : Babe or Honey 
 
Picture 7. Some Instagram users were amazed by how good looking 













8. OOTD : Outfit Of The Day / the most favourite outfit that day 
 
Picture 8. OOTD or outfit of the day 
 
9. Petstagram : Pet‟s Photo 
Picture 9. The 
photo of a cute dog posted at Instagram 
 
 
10. STFU : Shut The Fuck Up 
 
Picture 10. The example of how the STFU used 
 
11. QOTD : Quote Of The Day 
 
Picture 11. The screenshot of QOTD on Instagram 
 
 
12. Instafit : Instagram Fitness 
 
Picture 12. Screenshot of Instafit 
 
13. Foodporn : Cute or Lovely Food  
 




14. ImOut : Out or done with the conversation 
 
Picture 14. The example usage of ImOut 
 
15. Cool with : To be happy to accept a situation 
Picture 15. 





16. Big Guy : A close friend or relative 
 
Picture 16. The example of BigGuy 
 
17. Call Dinosaurs : Vomit 




18. Giggle water : Alcohol 















Appendix B. THE SLANG WORDS WHICH ORIGINATED FROM 
INDONESIAN 
 
1. Anjir : Dog 
 










2. Curhat : Sharing story about problems, etc 
 















3. Cucok : Match  
 













4. Songong : Arrogant 
 
Picture 22. Word songong found in Instagram 
 
5. Baper : Easily irritated  
                   
Picture 23. The Example of the word baper 
 
 
Appendix C. THE SLANG WORDS WHICH ORIGINATED FROM 
JAVANESE 
 
1. Mayak : Greedy 
 












2. Koplak : Moron 
Picture 25. An example of the word koplak 
 
3. Senga : Unpleasant utterance 





4. Bacot : Talk 
 
Picture 27. An example of the word bacot 
 
5. Embat : Take 
 
Picture 28. An example of the word embat 
 
 
Appendix D. THE SLANG WORDS WHICH ORIGINATED FROM AN 
UNSPESIFIED LANGUAGE 
1. Cun : Bitch 
 











2. Ngehe : Fuck 
 












3. Tokai : Shit 
Picture 31. Word tokai 
4. Ngondek : Coquette 
Picture 32. Word ngondek 
 
 
5. Anjay : So funny 
Picture 














6. Amberegul : Handsome or cool 
 
Picture 34. The example of the word amberegul 
 
7. Cemen : Lame 
 
Picture 35. The example of the word cemen 
 
 
8. Alay : A person who overdoes something like the way he or she dresses or 
talks 
 











9. Jehong : Evil 
 
 Picture 37. The example of the word jehong 
10. Jabir : A person who likes to talk about someone else‟s matter 




11. Lantam : Too much talkin
Picture 
38. The example of the word lantam 
12. Jones : Miserable single 
Picture 39. The example of the word jones 
 
 
13. Jomblo : Single (have no couple yet) 













14. Kepo : Want to know more 













15. Komuk : Face and Kek : Look like 
Picture 42. The example of the word komuk and kek 
 
 
